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Abstract. Search result clustering (SRC) organizes search results into
labeled hierarchical structures as an “information lay-of-land”, providing
users an overview and helping them quickly locate relevant information
from piles of search results. Hierarchies built by this process are usually
sensitive to query changes. For search sessions with multiple queries, this
could be undesirable since it may leave users a seemly random overview
and partly diminish the benefits that SRC intents to offer. We propose
to integrate external knowledge from Wikipedia when building concept
hierarchies to boost their stability for session queries. Our evaluations
on both TREC 2010 and 2011 Session tracks demonstrate that the pro-
posed approaches outperform the state-of-the-art hierarchy construction
algorithms in stability of search results organization.

1 Introduction

Metasearch engines such as Clusty (now Yippy1) employ search results clustering
(SRC) [1–3] to automatically organize search result documents D into hierar-
chical clusters for a query q. The hierarchies contain labels and relations in D;
we call them SRC hierarchies. SRC hierarchies display an information “lay of
land” for search results, present similar search results together, and early reveal
important concepts in lower ranked results to support better information access.

SRC hierarchies are usually sensitive to query changes. Within a search ses-
sion, such as presented in TREC Session tracks [4], many queries are minor
changes to its previous queries. For instance, about 38.6% adjacent queries in
TREC 2010-2011 session tracks only show 1 word change and 26.4% show two
word change. However, most SRC hierarchies created by the state-of-the-art
algorithms are overly sensitive to minor query changes regardless of whether
queries are similar and belong to the same session. Figure 1 shows hierarchies
generated by Clusty for adjacent queries “diet” and “low carb diet” (TREC 2010
session 123). The second query “low carb diet” is a specification of the first. We
observe many changes between two SRC hierarchies (a) and (b). Overall, only
4 common words, weight, loss, review, diet, and 0 common pair-wise relation
shared by hierarchies (a) and (b). This is a very low overlap given that these
two queries are closely related and within the same session.

1 http://www.yippy.com
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Fig. 1. SRC hierarchies by Yippy (TREC 2010 Session 123). SRC hierarchies (a) and
(b) are for queries “diet” and “low carb diet” respectively. A low carb diet “South
Beach Diet” that should have appeared in both (a) and (b), is missing in (b); The
cluster of “Diet And Weight Loss” in (a) are dramatically changed in (b). Screenshot
was snapped at 15:51EST, 6/15/2012 from Yippy.

The dramatic change, a.k.a., instability, of SRC hierarchies for session search
weakens their functionality to serve as information overview.With rapidly chang-
ing SRC hierarchies, users may perceive them as random search result organiza-
tions and it is difficult to re-find relevant documents identified in the previous
queries. We argue that although SRC hierarchies should not be static, while
making changes, they should maintain the basic topics and structures across the
entire session. Ideally, SRC hierarchies should not only be closely related to the
current query and its search results but also reflect changes in adjacent queries
to the right degree and at the right places. In this paper, we address this new
challenge of producing stable SRC hierarchies for session search.

One may argue that the instability issue could be resolved if considering
queries in the same session all together when building SRC hierarchies. However,
in Web search, session membership is not always available. We hence investigate
how to increase stability of concept hierarchies by considering only the current
query and its search results. Our algorithms can be extended to include other
queries in the session if session segmentation is known.

The issue of unstable SRC hierarchies may be caused by various reasons. Many
SRC hierarchy construction approaches are data driven, such as the widely-used
clustering approaches [2, 5]. They first group similar documents into clusters and
then label the clusters to form hierarchy nodes. Multi-aspects in textual search
results often yield mixed-initiative clusters, which would reduce the stability of
SRC hierarchies. Moreover, when clustering algorithms build clusters bottom-
up, little changes in leaf clusters could propagate to upper levels and the in-
stability is amplified. Furthermore, hierarchy labels are automatically generated
from documents in a cluster, which is often data-sensitive and SRC hierarchies
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could look even more unstable. On the contrast, monothetic concept hierarchy
(MCH) approaches [6–8] first extract the labels (also called concepts) from re-
trieved documents and then organize these concepts into hierarchies. Since labels
are obtained before clusters are formed, they are not concluded from the clus-
ters. MCH approaches hence produce more stable hierarchies than clustering
approaches. This paper is the first work to evaluate stability of concept hierar-
chies built by MCH approaches and by clustering approaches. Our experiments
show that Subsumption [8], an MCH approach, produces 65% and 38% more
stable SRC hierarchies than a clustering approach on TREC 2010-2011 Session
data (Section 6). However, topologies of MCH still keep changing every time
when a new query comes, their hierarchy structures are still not stable. In a
nutshell, there is a need for better solutions to increase the stability of SRC
hierarchies for session search.

Towards building stable SRC hierarchies, we propose to incorporate world
knowledge into hierarchy construction for session queries. In this paper, Wikipedia
is used as the source to supply world knowledge. However our algorithms can
be applied to any graph-based knowledge base. Our contributions include: (1) a
novel concept hierarchy construction algorithm that injects world knowledge to
Subsumption and increase its ability to produce stable hierarchies; (2) another
approach purely based on Wikipedia to build stable hierarchies. The evaluation
over TREC 2010 and 2011 Session tracks shows that our approaches signifi-
cantly improve stability of SRC hierarchies as compared to the state-of-the-art
algorithms, including Clusty, hierarchical clustering and Subsumption.

2 Building Stable Concept Hierarchies

We propose to exploit external knowledge to increase stability of SRC hierar-
chies. Wikipedia, a broadly used knowledge base is used as the main source for
external knowledge. We refer to each article in Wikipedia as a page, which usu-
ally discusses a single topic. The title of a page is called an entry. Every entry
belongs to one or more categories. The categories in Wikipedia are organized fol-
lowing the subsumption (also called is-a) relations; together all Wiki categories
form a network that consists of many connected hierarchies.

Our framework consists of three components: concept extraction, mapping to
Wiki entries, and relationship construction. Initially, the framework takes in a
single query q and its search results D and extracts concept set C that best
represents D by an efficient version of [9] Chapter 4. Next, for each concept
c ∈ C, the framework maps it to its most relevant Wiki entry e which is called
a reference Wiki entry. Finally, relationship construction adopts two schemes to
incorporate Wiki category information. One applies Subsumption [8] first and
then refines the relationships according toWiki categories while another connects
the concepts purely based on Wikipedia. We present mapping to reference Wiki
entry in Section 3, followed by enhancing Subsumption by Wiki in Section 4 and
constructing hierarchies purely based on Wikipedia in Section 5.
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Fig. 2. Mapping to Relevant Wiki entry. Text in circles denotes Wiki entries, while
text in rectangle denotes concepts. Based on the context of current search session, the
entry “Gestational diabetes” is selected as the most relevant Wiki entry. Therefore
the concept ”GDM” is mapped to“Gestational diabetes”, whose supercategories are
“Diabetes” and “Health issues in pregnancy”.

3 Mapping to Wikipedia Entries

Given a set of concepts C acquired by concept extraction, we map each concept
to its reference Wiki entry. In particular, we first obtain potential Wiki entries
by retrieval. We employ the Lemur search engine2 to build an index over the
entire Wikipedia collection in ClueWeb09 CatB dataset3. Each concept c ∈ C is
sent as a query to the index and the top 10 returned Wiki pages are kept. The
titles of these pages are considered as Wiki entry candidates for c. We denote
these entries as {ei}, i = 1 · · · 10.

We then select the most relevant Wiki entry as the reference Wiki entry.
Although we have obtained a ranked list of Wiki pages for c, the top result is
not always the best Wiki entry suiting the search session. For instance, TREC
2010 session 3 is about “diabetes education”, the top Lemur returned Wiki
entry for concept “GDM” is “GNOME Display Manager”, which is not relevant.
Instead, the second ranked entry “Gestational diabetes” is relevant. We propose
to disambiguate among the top returned Wiki entries by the following measures.

Cosine Similarity. Selected by the concept extraction component, most con-
cepts in C are meaningful phrases and exactly map to a Wiki entry. However,
many mutiple-word concepts and entries only partially match to each other.
If they partially match with a good portion, they should still be considered
as matched. We therefore measure the similarity between a concept c and its
candidate Wiki entries by cosine similarity. Particularly, we represent the con-
cept and the entry as term vectors after stemming and stop word removal. If
a candidate entry, i.e. title of a Wiki page, starts with “Category:”, we remove
the prefix “Category”. Cosine similarity of c and Wiki entry candidate ei is:
Sim(c, ei) =

vc·vei

|vc||vei
| , where vc and vei are term vectors of c and ei respectively,

v denotes the vocabulary, the union of unique terms in both vectors.
Mutual Information. To resolve the ambiguity in Wiki entry candidates, we

select the entry that best fits the current search query q and its search results D.

2 http://www.lemurproject.org
3 http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/

http://www.lemurproject.org
http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/
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For example, in Figure 2, concept “GDM” could mean “GNOME Display Man-
ager” or “Gestational Diabetes Mellitus”. Given the query “diabetes education”,
only latter is relevant. We need a measure to indicate similarity between a candi-
date entry ei and the search query. Since concept set C can be used to represent
the search results D, we convert this problem into measuring the similarity be-
tween ei and C. Inspired by [10]’s work on clustering labeling, we calculate the
mutual information MI(ei, C) between an entry candidate ei and the extracted
concept set C as:

MI(ei, C) =
∑

c∈C
PMI(ei, c|E)×w(c) (1)

where PMI is a function that reflects the similarity between the entry candidate
ei and concept c with respect to an external corpus E:

PMI(ei, c|E) = log
count(ei, c; E)× count(E)

count(ei; E)× count(c; E)
(2)

where count(x; E) is document frequency of term x in corpus E and count(E)
is the collection size of E. w(c) is the weight of a concept c and is defined as
w(c) = log(1+ctf(c))·idf(c) based on collection term frequency (ctf) and inverse
document frequency (idf). This weight measures the importance of a concept in
representing the topic in search results D.

Finally, we aggregate the scores. Each candidate entries is scored by a lin-
ear combination of cosine similarity and MI: score(ei) = αSim(ei, c) + (1 −
α)MI(ei, c), where α is set to 0.8 empirically. The aggregated score considers
both the word similarity and topic relevancy of a candidate entry. The highest
scored candidate entry is selected as the reference Wiki entry. Figure 2 illustrates
the procedure of finding the reference Wiki entry.

4 Improving Stability of Subsumption

Subsumption is a popular approach for building concept hierarchies [8]. It identi-
fies the is-a relationship between two concepts based on conditional probabilities:
concept x subsumes concept y if 0.8 < P (x|y) < 1 and P (y|x) < 1. The main
weakness of Subsumption is that minor fluctuation in document frequency may
produce opposite conclusion. For example, in search results for query “diabetes
education”, two concepts “type 1 diabetes” and “type 2 diabetes” show very
similar document frequencies. Small changes in search result documents may
completely turn the decision from “type 1 diabetes” subsuming “type 2 dia-
betes” into “type 2 diabetes” subsuming “type 1 diabetes”. Neither conclusion
is reliable nor stable. In this paper, we propose to inject Wiki category informa-
tion to Subsumption for building more stable hierarchies.

First, we build a concept hierarchy by Subsumption. For the sake of efficiency,
we sort all concepts in C by their document frequencies in D from high to low.
We compare document frequency of a concept c with every concept that has
higher document frequency than c. Since the concepts are all relevant to the
same session, we slightly relax the original decision condition in Subsumption:
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Fig. 3. An example of Wikipedia-enhanced Subsumption. The concepts “Diabetes” and
“type 2 diabetes” satisfy Eq.(3) and is identified as a potential subsumption pair. The
reference Wiki entry of “Diabetes” is a category, and reference Wiki entry of “type 2
diabetes” is a Wiki entry “Diabetes mellitus type 2”. Therefore we check if “Diabetes”
is one of the supercategories of “Diabetes mellitus type 2” and confirm that “diabetes”
subsumes “type 2 diabetes”.

for concepts x and y with document frequencies dfx > dfy, we say x potentially
subsumes y if

log(1 + dfy)

log(1 + dfx)
> 0.6 (3)

where dfx and dfy are document frequencies of concepts x and y respectively
and are evaluated in D.

Second, based on reference Wiki entries ex and ey for concepts x and y, we
evaluate all potential subsumption pairs (x, y) in the following cases:

– ex is marked as a Wiki category: We extract the Wiki categories that ey
belongs to, including the case that ey itself is a Wiki category, from ey’s Wiki
page. Note that ey may have multiple categories. The list of Wiki categories
for ey is called super categories of ey and denoted as Sy. x subsumes y is
confirmed if ex ∈ Sy.

– Neither ex nor ey is marked as a Wiki category: We extract the Wiki cat-
egories that contain ey (ex) to form its super categories set Sy (Sx). For
each syi ∈ Sy, we again extract its super categories and form the super-
supercategory set SSy for ey. Next we calculate a subsumption score by
counting the overlap between SSy and Sx, normalized by the smaller size of
SSy and Sx. The subsumption score for concepts x and y is defined as:

Scoresub(x, y) =
count(s; s ∈ Sx and s ∈ SSy)

min(|Sx|, |SSy|) (4)

where count(s; s ∈ Sx and s ∈ SSy) denotes the number of categories that
appear in both Sx and SSy. If Scoresub(x, y) for a potential subsumption
pair (x, y) passes a threshold (set to 0.6), x subsumes y.

– ey is marked as a Wiki category but ex is not: The potential subsumption
relationship between x and y is canceled.

By employing Wikipedia to refine and expand the relationships identified by
Subsumption, we remove majority of noise in the original hierarchies built by
Subsumption. Figure 3 demonstrates this procedure.
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Fig. 4. An example of Wikipedia-only hierarchy construction. From concept “Diabetes
mellitus” we find the reference Wiki entry “Diabetes mellitus”, then we find its start
category “Diabetes”. Similarly, for another concept “joslin”, we find its reference Wiki
entry “Joslin Diabetes Center” and its start category “Diabetes organizations”. We
then expand from these two start categories. “Diabetes organizations” is one of the
subcategories of “Diabetes”, thus we merge them together.

5 Build Concept Hierarchy Purely Based on Wikipedia

This section describes how to build SRC hierarchies purely based on Wikipedia.
We observe that categories on the same topic often share common super cate-
gories or common subcategories. This inspires us to create hierarchies by join
Wikipedia subtrees. The algorithm is described as the following:

First, identify the start categories. For each concept c ∈ C, we collect all Wiki
categories that c’s reference Wiki entry belongs to. We call these categories start
categories. If an entry is marked as a category, itself is the start category.

Second, expand from the start categories. For each start category, we extract
their subcategories from its Wiki page. Among these subcategories, we choose
those relevant to the current query for further expansion. The relevance for
(ei, q) is measured by the MI measure in Eq.(1). The subcategories with the MI
score higher than a threshold (set to 0.9) are kept. For the sake of efficiency as
well as hierarchy quality, we expand the subcategories for at most three levels.
Since concepts in the search session share many start categories, expanding at
a limited number of levels hardly misses relevant categories. At the end of this
step, we generate a forest of trees consisting of all concepts in C as well as their
related Wiki categories.

Third, select the right nodes to merge the trees. We apply the MI score in
Eq.(1) to determine which super category fits into the search session and as-
sign the common node as its child. For example, start categories “Diabetes” and
“Medical and health organizations by medical condition” share a common child
node “Diabetes organizations”, which is a start category too. “Diabetes” is se-
lected as the super category of “Diabetes organizations”. The trees that have
common nodes get connected together and form a larger hierarchy.

Last, clean up the hierarchy. For every internal node in the joined structure,
we traverse downwards to the leaves. Along the way, we trim the nodes that
have no offspring in the concept set C to eliminate noise that is irrelevant to the
current query. Figure 4 shows the Wikipedia-only algorithm.
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Table 1. Statistics of TREC 2010 and TREC 2011 Session Tracks

Dataset #sessions #q #q per session #doc

TREC2010 100 200 2 200,000

TREC2011 24 99 4.12 99,000

Total 124 299 2.41 299,000

6 Evaluation

We evaluate our approach on the TREC 2010 and 2011 Session Tracks. In TREC
2010, each search session contains a pair of queries categorized by whether the
second query is a “specification”, “generalization”, or “drifting” from the first
query. We include all 100 sessions from “specification” and “generalization” as
their queries in the same sessions are on the same topic and better suit our study.
TREC 2011 sessions are not annotated with such information. We manually
choose 24 out of 76 sessions by evaluating whether the queries in a session are
about the same topic.

For each q, to obtain its search results D, we retrieve the top 1000 documents
returned by Lemur from an index built over the ClueWeb09 CatB collection.
All relevant documents identified by TREC assessors are merged into the results
set. Table 1 summarizes the data used in this evaluation.

We compare our approaches, Subsumption+Wikipedia (Section 4) and
Wikipedia-only (Section 5), with the following systems: Clusty: We could not
re-implement Clusty’s algorithm. Instead, we sent queries to yippy.com, saved
the hierarchies and used them as the baseline. Hierarchical clustering:We em-
ploy WEKA4 to form hierarchical document clusters and then assign labels to
the clusters. The labeling is done by a highly effective cluster labeling algorithm
[10]. Subsumption: A popular monothetic concept hierarchy construction al-
gorithm [8]. We modify Subsumption’s decision parameters to suit our dataset.
In particular, we consider x subsumes y if P (x|y) ≥ 0.6 and P (y|x) < 1.

6.1 Hierarchy Stability

To quantitatively evaluate the stability of SRC hierarchies, we compare the sim-
ilarity between SRC hierarchies created within one search session. Given a query
session Q with queries q1, q2, ... qn, the stability of SRC for Q is measured by
the average of pairwise hierarchy similarity between unique query pairs in Q.
It is defined as: Stability(Q) = 2

n(n−1)

∑n−1
i=1

∑n
j=i+1 Simhie(Hi, Hj), where n is

the number of queries in Q, Hi and Hj are SRC hierarchies for query qi and qj ,
and Simhie(Hi, Hj) is the hierarchy similarity between Hi and Hj .

We apply various methods to calculate Simhie. They are fragment-based simi-
larity (FBS)[11], node overlap, and parent-child precision. Given two

4 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/, version 3.6.6, bottom-up hierarchical
clustering based on Euclidean.

yippy.com
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Table 2. Stability of SRC for TREC 2010 queries. Approaches are compared to the
baseline - Clusty. A significant improvement over the baseline is indicated with a † at
p < 0.05 and a ‡ at p < 0.005.

Method
FBS Node overlap Parent-child precision

Average % chg Average % chg Average % chg

Clusty 0.463 0.415 0.144
Hierarchical clustering 0.347 −25.05% 0.342 −17.59% 0.061 −57.64%

Subsumption 0.573‡ 23.76% 0.518‡ 24.82% 0.394‡ 173.6%

Subsumption + Wikipedia 0.603‡ 30.24% 0.529‡ 27.47% 0.450‡ 212.5%

Wikipedia only 0.634‡ 36.93% 0.516‡ 24.34% 0.452‡ 213.9%

Table 3. Stability of SRC for TREC 2011 queries, with the same settings as Table 2

Method
FBS Node overlap Parent-child precision

Average % chg Average % chg Average % chg

Clusty 0.440 0.327 0.115
Hierarchical clustering 0.350 −20.45% 0.129 −60.55% 0.043 −62.61%

Subsumption 0.483† 9.77% 0.420‡ 28.44% 0.262‡ 127.8%
Subsumption + Wikipedia 0.504‡ 14.55% 0.420‡ 28.44% 0.247‡ 114.8%

Wikipedia only 0.532‡ 20.91% 0.425‡ 29.97% 0.255‡ 121.7%

hierarchies Hi and Hj , FBS compares their similarity by calculating
1

max(M,N)

∑m
p=1 Simcos(cip, cjp), where cip ⊆ Hi, cjp ⊆ Hj , and they are the

pth matched pair among the m matched fragment pairs, M (N) is the number
of nodes in Hi (Hj). Node overlap measures the percentage of identical nodes in
Hi and Hj , normalized by min(M,N). Parent-child precision measures the per-
centage of similar parent-child pairs in Hi and Hj , normalized by min(M,N).
These metrics measure different aspects of two hierarchies. Node overlap mea-
sures content difference between hierarchies and ignores structure differences.
Parent-child precision measures local content and structure differences and it is
a very strict measure. FBS considers both content and structure differences; it
measures differences at fragment level and tolerant minor changes in hierarchies.

Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the stability evaluation over the TREC 2010
and 2011 datasets, respectively. The most stable hierarchies are generated by
the proposed approaches. Our approaches statistically significantly outperform
Clusty in terms of stability in all metrics for the evaluation datasets.

Subsumption also statistically significantly improves the stability of SRC as
compared to Clusty. Our observation is that MCH approaches acquire concepts
directly from the search results, it probably learns from a more complete dataset
rather than a segment of data (one cluster) and be able to avoid minor changes.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 exhibit major clusters in SRC hierarchies for TREC
2010 session 3. The queries are “diabetes education” and “diabetes education
videos books”. Figure 5 illustrates hierarchies generated by Clusty (Figure 5(a)(b))
and by Wiki-only (Figure 5(c)(d)). Figure 6 illustrates hierarchies generated by
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Fig. 5. Major clusters in hierarchies built by Clusty and Wiki-only for TREC 2010
session 3. (a) and (b) are generated by Clusty, while (c) and (d) by Wiki-only. (a) and
(c) are for query “diabetes education”, (b) and (d) are for “diabetes education videos
books”. Transition from (c) to (d) exhibits higher stability than from (a) to (b).

Subsumption (Figure 6(a)(b)) and by Sumsumption+Wiki (Figure 6(c)(d)). We
observe that the Clusty hierarchies (Figure 5(a)(b)) are less stable than that built
by Wiki-only (Figure 5(c)(d)) and Subsumption+Wikipedia (Figure 6(c)(d)).
For example, Clusty groups the search results by types of services (Figure 5(a));
however, a test indicator of diabetes,“Blood Sugar”, that is not any type of
services, is added after the query is slightly changed (Figure 5(b)). Moreover,
the largest cluster in Figure 5(a), “Research”, disappears completely in Figure
5(b). These changes make Clusty hierarchies less stable and less desirable. The
proposed approaches (Figure 5(c)(d)) that employ external knowledge bases,
however, better maintain a single classification dimension, in this case types of
diabetes, and are easy to follow.

6.2 Hierarchy Quality

One may question that perfect stability can be achieved by a static SRC hierar-
chy regardless of query changes in a session. To avoid evaluating SRC hierarchies
only by stability while sacrificing other important features, such as hierarchy
quality, we manually evaluate the hierarchies. Particularly, we compare two ap-
proaches, Subsumption and Subsumption+Wikipedia, to see how much quality
improvement is done by adding Wikipedia information.

Figure 6 illustrates the major clusters in hierarchies built for TREC 2010 ses-
sion 3. We observe errors in (a): “Type 1 diabetes” is misplaced under “type
2 diabetes”. Figure 6(c) corrects this relationship and these two concepts are
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Fig. 6. Major clusters in hierarchies built by Subsumption and Subsumption+Wiki for
TREC 2010 Session 3. Hierarchies (c)(d) exhibit higher quality and higher stability
than (a) and (b).

Fig. 7. Quality improvement vs. stability for Subsumption and Subsumption+Wiki.

both correctly identified under “diabetes”. Moreover, we find that for hierar-
chies created by Subsumption (Figure 6(a)(b)), the labels of clusters change
little but the organization/relationship changes vigorously. With enhancement
from Wikipedia, the transition in hierarchies created using Wiki (transition from
Figure 6(c) to (d)) exhibits higher stability than transition in hierarchies created
by Subsumption only (transition from Figure 6(a) to (b)).

Quantitatively, we measure the quality improvement of Subsumption+Wiki
over Subsumption by checking the correctness of parent-child concept pairs in a

hierarchy H as:
countw,corr−countw,err−(counts,corr−countw,err)

countw+counts
, where count∗ is the

number of concept pairs in H , w denotes Subsumption+Wikipedia, s denotes
Subsumption, corr means the correct pairs, err means the incorrect pairs.

Figure 7 plots the quality improvement vs stability for Subsumption and Sub-
sumption+Wiki over all evaluated query sessions. Stability is measured by the
number of different parent-child pairs in corresponding hierarchies generated by
these two approaches. Figure 7 demonstrates that quality and stability could cor-
relate well. Moreover, we calculate the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
[12] between quality improvement and stability and the value is 0.76, which is
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high given the complexity of SRC hierarchy construction. It implies that the
proposed techniques could increase hierarchy quality while improving stability.

7 Conclusions

Search result clustering (SRC) organizes search results into labeled hierarchical
structures as an “information lay-of-land”, from piles of search results. Hier-
archies built by this process are sensitive to query changes. In this paper, we
investigate how to incorporate a knowledge base to improve the stability of SRC
hierarchies for session queries. We describe two approaches: enhancing Subsump-
tion by Wikipedia and constructing hierarchies purely by Wikipedia. Evaluation
conducted over TREC 2010 and 2011 Session tracks demonstrates that our ap-
proaches produces statistically more stable clusters than Clusty, hierarchical
clustering, and Subsumption. We find that both external knowledge and mono-
thetic concept hierarchy construction benefit the stability of SRC hierarchies.
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